Fibrates inhibit aldose reductase activity in the forward and reverse reactions.
Fibrates such as bezafibrate, gemfibrozil, clofibric acid, ciprofibrate and fenofibrate, are ligands for peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor alpha (PPARalpha), and are used as therapeutic agents in the treatment of hyperlipidemia. Synthesis and accumulation of sorbitol in cells due to aldose reductase (AR) activity is implicated in secondary diabetic complications. In pursuit of finding a lead compound identification to design an effective AR inhibitor employing fragment-based design-like approach, we found that this class of compounds and their nearest neighbors could inhibit AR. Bezafibrate and gemfibrozil displayed a mixed non-competitive inhibition pattern in the glyceraldehyde reduction activity and pure non-competitive inhibition pattern in the benzyl alcohol oxidation activity of AR. Clofibric acid, ciprofibrate and fenofibrate showed pure non-competitive inhibition patterns in the forward reaction. In the reverse reaction, clofibric acid displayed a non-competitive inhibition pattern while ciprofibrate and fenofibrate displayed competitive inhibition patterns. This finding reveals for the first time a novel attribute of the fibrates in the regulation of AR activity and may be useful as lead compounds to control the function of AR in the progression and treatment of secondary diabetic complications in addition to other clinical conditions. Alternatively, these findings demonstrate that AR plays a significant role in the fibrate metabolism under various scenarios.